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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The rationale for this research reflects mounting concern in three areas: the role of Congress in the American political system, the ability of congressmen to cope with changing citizen needs and increasingly complex social issues, and the potential of emergent telecommunications technology for helping (or hindering) the congressional-constituent communication process.

Based on interviews with Representatives and senior staff from a sample comprised of 40 House offices, the study reached the following conclusions:

Current Communication System

- Constituent communication is viewed as essential to the job of the congressman in his role as: a public official working to carry out important legislative and representative responsibilities; an ombudsman for constituents who need help; an overseer of federal programs and monitor of their effects on citizens; and a politician seeking to ensure re-election.

- Representatives currently make heavy use of a wide range of constituent communication channels, of which the following are perceived as most important: personal conversations and group meetings in the district; personal letters via the Washington office; telephone calls via Washington and district offices; district newspaper, radio, and television news coverage; and written questionnaires and reports to constituents.

- Many congressmen and staff emphasize that effective communication is becoming more difficult all the time. For example:
  * Longer House sessions and heavier Washington workloads are making it harder to find the time and energy to get back to the district.
  * Upward movement in district population, education, and federal programs with local impact are contributing to a rapidly rising volume of letters, phone calls, and visits from constituents.
  * Still, only a small minority of constituents ever communicate at all, with response to questionnaires averaging less than 10% and an attendance of 50 persons at public meetings in the district generally considered to be above average.
  * Access to the mass media and broadcast television in particular is subject to ever-tightening constraints, especially in major media markets (where competition for TV attention is intense and each district accounts for only a minor part of the total market) and in the smallest markets (where local TV coverage is very limited).
  * Lack of public confidence in Congress, limited constituent understanding of the legislative process, and information overload create additional problems in establishing an effective dialogue.
Potential for Emergent Telecommunications

Emergent telecommunication is perceived in general as having the potential for helping congressmen overcome communication problems and better meet their varied public responsibilities, although emergent channels are not the only and perhaps not the most important part of an overall solution.

Congressmen and staff in this sample perceive cable television and information retrieval as potentially the most useful emergent channels for constituent communication, the videoconference and teleconference as somewhat useful, and cable TV polling and the videophone as least useful.

* Most frequently cited advantages are the potential to reach more people more effectively, significantly improve upon currently available channels, save time and energy of members and staff, and increase the level and quality of citizen participation and feedback.
* Some of these channels are viewed as offering citizens improved means for learning about the Congress, acquiring more relevant information about the legislative process and specific issues, and communicating views and opinions to their congressmen on a more timely and informed basis.

The interview survey also identified several possible problems or disadvantages in using emergent telecommunications. Mentioned most often are the possibility of:

* Abuse and overuse—How can we ensure unbiased use, protection from information overload, privacy of privileged communication, and fair and balanced access?
* People problems—Will there be adequate constituent understanding and interest?
* Insufficient need—Do the emergent systems really offer a significant and needed improvement over current systems?
* High cost—Will the emergent channels be cost-effective relative to existing channels and other competing priorities for funds?
* Excessive time consumption—Can the emergent channels actually help members and staff use their time and energy more efficiently?
* Limited acceptance—Are these channels consistent with the role and responsibilities of congressmen in the American political system; is the public ready to accept emergent channels?
* Limited availability—When, if ever, will these channels become a reality?

Implications for Public Policy

Some congressmen expressed concern that the use of emergent channels might further entrench incumbents. They note that:
* The perquisites of office already give advantages to incumbents.
* Incumbents are generally more newsworthy than potential challengers and are therefore likely to get additional media exposure.
* Incumbents may also have advantages in acquiring campaign support and—very important when it comes to telecommunication—campaign funds.
In the view of several congressmen and staff in the present study, and of this researcher, a basic goal of emergent public policy should be to realize whatever long-range potential the emergent telecommunications may have for an improved political dialogue. Emergent policy should be concurrently geared toward:

* Assisting congressmen (and other public officials) in better meeting their legitimate communication needs.
* Achieving fair and balanced access to communication channels for all political participants, including incumbent office-holders, challengers, and representatives of constituent groups or interests (both public and private).

Of course, when and how the emergent telecommunications become available depends on a number of uncertain regulatory, institutional, and political factors, even assuming that conditions of technical feasibility and economic viability are met. And public policy on telecommunications can include, for example: technical standards; research and development support; controls on ownership and operation; and regulation of rates and usage for commercial, educational, governmental, public safety, personal, or political purposes, among others.

For the future, public policy will most likely have to be tailored to the characteristics and potential applications of specific emergent channels in order to ensure that the potential advantages or beneficial effects are maximized, and that the possible disadvantages or detrimental effects are minimized. Further research along the lines of this exploratory study will be of fundamental importance to the development of such public policy on emergent telecommunications.

At the minimum, an effort should be made to interpret and assess the data and analysis of this study in terms of possible advantages and disadvantages (beneficial and detrimental effects) of alternative political communication systems (and the requisite public policies) on at least four levels of society and along many specific dimensions:

* The time budget, financial budget, communication channels, information sources, and the political role, power, and security of the congressman.
* The time budget, financial budget, communication channels, information sources, and the political efficacy, competence, and participation of the constituent.
* The time budget, financial budget, communication channels, information sources, and the political role, effectiveness, and power of Congress as an institution.
* And political feedback, responsiveness, adaptability, opportunity, leadership, and change in the larger socio-political system.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Not too many years ago, this research would have been considered "blue-sky," "way-out," "highly speculative," and "ignorant of political reality." But the times have indeed changed. Today, many of the problems of congressional-constituent communication are matters of widespread concern.

From the perspective of the congressman, a sample of such problems commonly includes the difficulty of getting access to and communicating with citizens,¹ and the resultant uncertainty regarding constituent opinion on the complex issues before Congress.² At the same time, many congressmen are concerned about the heavy burden of coping with a rapidly growing interaction volume (mail, phone calls, and visits) with constituents who, for example, are affected by federal programs and don't know where else to turn for help.³

Other recurrent problems involve time, staff, office space, and financial constraints which frustrate full response to constituent needs and interests,⁴ and inadequate newspaper and television coverage of congressional activities.⁵ Also important are concerns about the lack of citizen

²Ibid., p. 159
⁴Ibid., p. 343-47.
understanding of and confidence in Congress in general, and the constituent's typically limited knowledge of the legislative process, poor identification of the congressman, and low awareness of his votes on the issues.6

The situation apparently looks a little different from the perspective of the constituent, but the problems are there just the same. These may include frustrated desires for meaningful participation in the political process due in part to very sketchy information about what their congressman is or is not doing,7 or to unreliable information which is primarily oriented toward personal promotion and partisan persuasion.8 More citizens perhaps now feel a greater need for consultation on legislation in response to changing social conditions,9 but find it increasingly difficult to get the knowledge necessary for understanding these issues and forming intelligent opinions.10

The scientific community has yet a third perspective, one that has gone through a quite significant metamorphosis. From an initial "hands-off" position with regard to research on political implications of technology, recent years have seen an upsurge in what might be called "intelligent


7Saloma, New Politics, p. 31. 8Ibid., p. 177.


speculation" or "reasoned conjecture" on such things as, for example:

a. Whether or not the on-line voting and opinion polling capability of two-way cable television will bring power to the people or to those who might control the timing and wording of the information flow;\(^{11}\)

b. Whether or not the citizen, assisted by the computer, will be able to acquire the information necessary for intelligent participation or will find such new sources of data to be largely irrelevant to the political process;\(^{12}\)

c. Whether or not cable television and the computer together will permit more regular consultation among political leaders and constituents or will frustrate meaningful discussion and the achievement of consensus.\(^{13}\)

And now the call has gone out for extensive scientific research and experimentation on the social and political potential of telecommunications. As the National Academy of Engineering's Panel on Telecommunications Research concluded in June 1973, the United States "is not doing so well... from the standpoint of exploitation of telecommunications technology in the public interest" because "the issues raised involve complex social, economic, political, legal, regulatory, and related problems" which go much further than the technology itself. The Panel's recommendation is for "interdisciplinary research and analysis" on the social, political, and other

---


implications of emergent telecommunications that, "when carried out competently and objectively, could provide the basis for policy determination in the public and national interest."14

This research on the potential of telecommunications for congressional-constituent communication anticipated and is responsive to the recommendation of the Panel. Underlying the present study are three important premises.

First, unlike earlier periods of technological change, in this Communication Era, society now has both better tools and greater opportunity to "direct the development of the technology to meet positive social goals, instead of becoming the beneficiary (or victim) of uncontrolled technological change."15 The task is to develop a "humane technology," that is, "to marshal more of technology to the service of human purposes."16

Second, as the NAE Panel has recognized, to develop such a "humane technology" requires an interdisciplinary approach. "Bridges of genuinely interdisciplinary study" must be built to provide "the sound base of research and analysis... with which to design our communications future."17 Social scientists need to work with communication engineers, not against them, "if


they wish to acquire a sound understanding of technological developments as
a foundation for an imaginative construction and study of future social
changes."18 And engineers, for their part, need a sharpened awareness of
the social context of technology.

Third, perhaps more so now than ever before, technological choices
are closely interwoven with political choices and value judgments.
Therefore participation of citizens and their representatives in the develop-
ment, use, and regulation of telecommunications technology is necessary for
the public interest to be served.19 This process of "participatory technology"
requires a number of forums—the professional community, executive agencies,
courts, special interests, and the mass media—but depends especially on a
public and a Congress which are both well-informed.20

Thus, the underlying theme of this research is to promote a humane
and participatory telecommunications technology from an interdisciplinary
perspective—a framework to be shared by citizens, businessmen, educators,
scientists, and politicians alike—within which the implications of such
technology for congressman and constituents (and for the political system in
general) can be explored and better understood.21

18Goldhamer, Social Effects, p. 28.

19James D. Carroll, "Participatory Technology," Science 171

20See Emilio Q. Daddario, "Technology and the Democratic Process,"
Technology Review, July/August 1971, p. 23; and C. West Churchman, Challenge
To Reason (New York: McGraw-Hill, 1968), esp. chap. 5 on "The Role of the
Well-Informed Public."

21See Max Ways, "Can Information Technology Be Managed," in
Information Technology: Some Critical Implications for Decision-Makers, ed.
Conference Board (New York: Conference Board, 1971), p. 4. Also see
generally, George Gerbner, Larry P. Gross, and William H. Melody, eds.,
Communications Technology and Social Policy: Understanding the New "Cultural
There are two explicit research objectives or questions which evolve from the general theme. The methodological objective is to develop an appropriate and effective exploratory approach for conducting research on emergent congressional-constituent communication systems.

And the substantive question asks: Given the current communication system and clearly specified emergent telecommunication channels, what is the potential future role for such emergent channels in the congressional-constituent communication process from the perspective of the congressman?

This report presents a summary in Chapter II of the substantive research results. Chapter III reviews the implications of the research and summarizes the conclusions. Appendix A summarizes the methodological results. And Appendix B outlines a "representative time" approach to telecommunication access allocation.

22The 374 page research manuscript on which this summary report was based is available as Frederick Bruce Wood, Telecommunications Technology for Congress: An Exploratory Assessment of Its Potential for Congressional- Constituent Communication (Ann Arbor, Mich.: University Microfilms, 1974), a doctoral dissertation in management science and public administration completed at The George Washington University, Washington, D.C.
II. SUMMARY OF SUBSTANTIVE RESEARCH RESULTS

This chapter includes an overview of the current state of the congressional-constituent communication system, describes the emergent telecommunication channels, and summarizes an assessment of the potential role for emergent channels as perceived by congressmen and staff. The overview and assessment are based on survey interview data from a stratified judgment sample comprised of 40 House offices, and therefore must be considered tentative and exploratory, as is explained in the methodological appendix.

A. Current State of the Communication Process

1. Face-to-face channels. Analysis of the interview data identified the communication channels perceived by senior congressional staff as currently important for the congressional-constituent communication process. These channels are listed in Figure One in rank order of relative importance.

   Face-to-face contact in the district is perhaps the most important constituent communication channel for members of Congress. The face-to-face personal conversation, small group meeting, and large group meeting—when conducted in the district—rank first, second, and third respectively in overall relative importance. In sharp contrast, face-to-face contact in Washington is ranked much lower.

   The relative importance of direct district contact reflects the fact that most constituents rarely, if ever, travel to Washington, and so the congressmen must visit them during periodic trips to the district. Also, most members maintain district offices and staff whose primary functions include
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication Channel</th>
<th>Very Important</th>
<th>Important</th>
<th>(= \text{Very Important} + \text{Somewhat Important})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal conversation in district</td>
<td>34 85.0</td>
<td>40 100.0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small group meeting in district</td>
<td>13 32.5</td>
<td>40 100.0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large group meeting in district</td>
<td>19 47.5</td>
<td>39 97.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal letter via Washington office</td>
<td>39 97.5</td>
<td>39 97.5</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District newspaper coverage</td>
<td>22 55.0</td>
<td>39 97.5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone call via Washington office</td>
<td>18 45.0</td>
<td>38 95.0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telephone call via district office</td>
<td>28 70.0</td>
<td>38 95.0</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Press release to district news media</td>
<td>12 30.0</td>
<td>36 90.0</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District radio news coverage</td>
<td>10 25.0</td>
<td>36 90.0</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written report or newsletter</td>
<td>11 27.5</td>
<td>35 87.5</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Written survey or questionnaire</td>
<td>4 10.0</td>
<td>31 77.5</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>District television news coverage</td>
<td>10 25.0</td>
<td>27 67.5</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal conversation in Washington</td>
<td>5 12.5</td>
<td>26 65.0</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio audiotape report or program</td>
<td>7 17.5</td>
<td>26 65.0</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telegraph message via Washington</td>
<td>0 0.0</td>
<td>25 62.5</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal letter via district office</td>
<td>2 5.0</td>
<td>23 57.5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television videotape report or program</td>
<td>4 10.0</td>
<td>21 52.5</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio talk show or discussion</td>
<td>0 0.0</td>
<td>20 50.0</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Television talk show or discussion</td>
<td>0 0.0</td>
<td>19 47.5</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signed newspaper column</td>
<td>4 10.0</td>
<td>17 42.5</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small group meeting in Washington</td>
<td>4 10.0</td>
<td>16 40.0</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conference/speakerphone call</td>
<td>2 5.0</td>
<td>13 32.5</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live cablecast tv report or program</td>
<td>0 0.0</td>
<td>13 32.5</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large group meeting in Washington</td>
<td>1 2.5</td>
<td>5 12.5</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live broadcast tv report or program</td>
<td>0 0.0</td>
<td>4 10.0</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TV talk show with viewer response</td>
<td>0 0.0</td>
<td>4 10.0</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radio talk show with listener response</td>
<td>0 0.0</td>
<td>3 7.5</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Live radio report or program</td>
<td>1 2.5</td>
<td>2 5.0</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cablecast videotape report or program</td>
<td>0 0.0</td>
<td>2 5.0</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telegraph message via district office</td>
<td>0 0.0</td>
<td>0 0.0</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Interviews with 40 congressional offices.

Key: \(N\) and \(\%\) = number and percent of congressional offices in the sample perceiving a channel as very important or important; \(R\) = relative rank of a channel among the 21 channels perceived as very important and the 29 channels perceived as important.
Figure One. Continued

Percent of Offices Perceiving
Communication Channel
As Important = 
Very Important = 

100.0
97.5
97.5
90.0
90.0
87.5

97.5
95.0
95.0
90.0
90.0
87.5

85.0
100.0
100.0

Personal conversation in district
Small group meeting in district
Large group meeting in district
Personal letter via Washington office
District newspaper coverage
Telephone call via Washington office
Telephone call via district office
Press release to district news media
District radio news coverage
Written report or newsletter
Written survey or questionnaire
District television news coverage
Personal conversation in Washington
Radio audiotape report or program
Telegraph message via Washington
Personal letter via district office
Television videotape report or program
Radio talk show or discussion
Television talk show or discussion
Signed newspaper column

Small group meeting in Washington
Conference/speakerphone call
Live cablecast tv report or program
Large group meeting in Washington
Live broadcast tv report or program
TV talk show with viewer response
Radio talk show with listener response
Live radio report or program
Cablecast videotape report or program
Telegraph message via district office
keeping in close and continuous contact with constituents while the congressman is in Washington.

Depending on the district's distance from Washington, the average number of trips back to the district per month ranges from one or two for most Western States congressmen to four or more for many members from the Northeast. Members from the South, Great Lakes, and Central States regions usually make two or three trips per month. Regional norms seem to hold fairly well, except that some high seniority and politically secure members do return to the district less frequently, especially if they have heavy committee or leadership responsibilities. And on the other hand, congressmen from politically marginal districts are likely to visit the district somewhat more often than average.

When in the district, the pace and distribution of activity varies widely. Congressmen from active urban districts are likely to be on the go continuously with a tight schedule which might include meetings with community leaders and local government officials, public appearances at schools and business clubs, and visits with the local media representatives. In rural and mixed districts where the population is more widely dispersed, congressmen generally spend more time moving around the district from town to town, talking with people on the street, and holding public office hours.

2. Written or print channels. The personal letter via Washington is clearly the congressman's most important written channel of constituent communication and ranks fourth among all channels. Of somewhat less but still significant perceived importance are the report or newsletter which ranks tenth and the survey or questionnaire which ranks eleventh. Most congressmen receive several hundred letters a week from constituents, and a major problem is the
rising volume. Some offices report a 10-15% increase over last year, although data for the House as a whole suggest an annual rate of increase of about five percent.

Nonetheless, for most purposes, constituents are encouraged to write rather than call or visit, because experience seems to indicate that the act of putting one's ideas down on paper leads to a more articulate and better thought out communication. And many offices do keep at least an approximate count of the mail in order to monitor opinion, while recognizing that only a small minority of constituents (perhaps no more than 5-10%) ever write at all.

In order to cope with the mail situation, almost all offices use some kind of automatic typewriter or "robotype" to respond to form letters, petitions, organized interest group mail, and constituent opinion mail on big volume issues. This conserves time for those casework and legislative letters which require an individually drafted reply.

About three-quarters of the offices in the sample send out a survey or questionnaire on a regular basis to every household in the district using the postal patron privilege. But despite this wide use, only 10% of the sample offices perceived questionnaires to be "very important," frequently because the main purposes served are to get the name of the congressman before constituents and to give constituents something to respond to, with only secondary emphasis on actually getting a valid sampling of constituent views.

Most everyone seems to agree that questionnaires are quite vulnerable to bias both in the way questions are selected and written, and in the way the responses are interpreted. In addition, relatively few constituents ever complete and return their questionnaire. The average household response rate is 9.3%, with a mode and median of 10%, and a range of 2-20%. The average
response rate is somewhat higher for districts with Republican congressmen, 12%, as compared to 6.75% for Democratic districts, perhaps in part reflecting the more affluent and educated nature of Republican districts in this sample.

While congressmen send many other kinds of printed material to their constituents—Congressional Record reprints, government pamphlets, copies of speeches and bills, and assorted reports and newsletters—the report or newsletter is the only one of these viewed as important, ranking somewhere between the personal letter and questionnaire. Like most everything else, the quality and quantity of congressional newsletter varies dramatically. Some members place a high priority on trying to educate constituents about current issues and legislation. But more commonly, the newsletter serves to publicize the congressman's recent activities in Washington, present the member's views on current events and legislation, and identify the congressman with various constituent groups and individuals known in the district.

The average frequency in this sample is 4.45 newsletters per year, but with a mode and median of 2-3 per year. Usually one or two newsletters per year go to all postal patrons, with additional reports sent only to more selective mailing lists. There is some indication that the frequency of newsletters falls off with increasing seniority and political security.

3. News media channels. With the exception of letters, the face-to-face and written constituent communication channels have at least one characteristic in common—their use by the congressman is to a large extent under his own control. In contrast, use of news media channels requires at least a minimum amount of cooperation, interest, and initiative on the part of media reporters and editors. Because such media coverage is generally perceived as
important, congressmen make considerable effort to establish and maintain good media relations.

District newspaper coverage is ranked very high—fifth in overall importance—and is followed closely by press releases to the district media (which help facilitate media coverage in general) and radio news coverage, ranking eighth and ninth respectively. Somewhat surprisingly, television news coverage ranks only twelfth. And the signed newspaper column is the least important of news media channels. This ranking apparently reflects the feeling that congressmen have better access to and get more attention from the press, radio, and television in that order.

One explanation is that district newspapers are far better represented in Washington than are district radio and television. Most congressional districts do have one or more radio stations, but the initiative lies largely with the congressman, as evidenced by the increasing use of recorded telephone "beeper" calls direct from Washington to the local stations.

And access to broadcast television is clearly the most restricted, at least from the viewpoint of members whose districts are either in major media markets (where competition for television attention is intense and each congressional district accounts for only a small part of the total market) or in very minor media markets (where local television coverage is very limited or nonexistent). Perceived quality of television coverage tends to be higher when the district covers a large part of the relevant media market.

Where television coverage of congressmen is poor (in major urban areas and the rural areas), radio takes on special importance. And if in addition the district is not well-covered by major daily newspapers, then the signed newspaper column in the weekly or community newspaper takes on significance.
Of course, media news coverage also depends on a number of other factors like (a) the editorial and operational policies of media management, (b) the stature of the particular congressman in the community, (c) competition for coverage from other public office-holders, and (d) the receptivity of the particular member to use of the media.

4. Individual telecommunication channels. Whereas use of news media for constituent communication is basically a one-way mass process—i.e., one congressman to many constituents—and requires the cooperation of an intermediary (the newspaper, radio, or television station), individual telecommunication channels are typically used for two-way exchange between two individuals with the medium under their own control.

The standard telephone call is the most important of these telecommunication channels and ranks sixth overall—right up with the face-to-face district visit, personal letter, and newspaper coverage. Telephone calls via the district office are perceived as more important than calls direct to Washington. The telegraph ranks much lower (15th), primarily because telegrams are viewed as too costly and/or unreliable for most purposes. Conferencephone or speakerphone hook-ups rank 22nd in overall importance, and are used sporadically by about one-third of the offices in the sample to facilitate two-way small group interaction. But these group calls are often found to be less than satisfactory from a technical or visceral point-of-view.

The volume and destination of incoming constituent phone calls seems to be largely a function of distance. Congressmen with districts near Washington have a problem with heavy phone volume, in part because of low phone tolls. Constituents tend to call in on the spur of the moment, for example after reading a provocative article in the morning paper. When the district is further away,
constituent calls direct to Washington are less frequent but calls to the district office increase.

For inter-office communication (between Washington and district offices), in order to keep long distance charges down, almost all offices make some use of the Federal Telecommunications System (FTS) telephone service. About three-fourths of the offices have arranged for inward Wide Area Telephone Service (WATS) from the district to Washington. And for facsimile transmission of written material with a time value, 80% of the offices make at least occasional use of a telex copier.

The "hotline" phone arrangement whereby constituents can call Washington toll-free is limited for the most part to congressmen with rural districts and/or a personal predisposition for easy access and an open office. In most urban districts, the hotline is perceived as a costly, time-consuming, and inefficient channel of communication for messages which can generally be handled better in other ways.

5. Mass telecommunication channels. As a group, non-news mass telecommunication channels are not as important as other types of channels for constituent communication--except during election campaigns. Audio and videotapes rank 14th and 17th in overall importance; radio and television talk shows rank 18th and 19th. These four channels are used by about one-half of the offices in the sample, with the exception of audiotapes which are reported by 65% of the offices. The low-cost production of audio and videotapes is facilitated by use of the House Recording Studio, where charges to the congressman can run as little as 5-10% of the comparable commercial rates. For short radio tapes, Republican congressmen have available to them--at no charge--the recording service of the Republican Congressional Committee. Democrats have
no similar alternative, although the Democratic National Committee does have a "beeper" telephone recording service for statements of national interest.

Very few congressmen make use of paid-time for these audio and video tapes, primarily because of cost and convenience factors and because of the Federal Communications Commission (FCC) "equal time" and "fairness doctrine" regulations. Radio and television stations are wary of providing broadcast time, both for economic reasons and in order to avoid problems with the FCC regulations. Still, many congressmen are able to get some exposure through media use of their tapes in a bona fide news format, and through on-the-spot media coverage of their activities, when considered to be bona fide news events.

All other non-news mass telecommunication channels--live radio, live television, cable television (both live and taped), and radio and television talk shows with audience response--have relatively little perceived importance and are utilized to any significant extent by only a small fraction of congressmen.

With regard to cable television, while the House Recording Studio is now equipped for cable videotaping, only about 11-12% of all congressional districts have cable systems with viable program origination capability. And even where such capability is available, there is a question about whether the viewing audience is politically significant. In this sample, 15% of the offices reported current use of cable facilities for live or videotaped programming.

B. Emergent Telecommunication Channels

The technology analysis established that, based on the best secondary research currently available, the six emergent channels selected for study here are technically feasible now and will likely become economically viable within
a ten-year time frame. These configurations include the teleconference, videoconference, videophone, cable television, cable TV polling, and information retrieval.

Sketches of the emergent channels are shown in Figure Two as used in the interview methodology, and are described below from the point-of-view of the ultimate congressional or constituent user:

**Teleconference.** Closed circuit television link between congressman/staff in Washington and small or large groups of constituents at district locations (i.e. community center, government building, or school). One-way video, but audience voice response capability via telephone is a standard option.

**Videoconference.** Two-way television link between congressman/staff in Washington and small groups of constituents at a district location (i.e. community center, school, district office). Two-way audio-video. Permits simultaneous display of diagrams, charts, and other printed materials.

**Videophone.** Two-way audio-video phone link between congressman/staff in Washington office and district location (i.e. a constituent at home or office, or a congressional staff person at the district office). Permits simultaneous display of textual and graphical material, and possible computer interface.

**Cablecast television.** One-way television link between congressman/staff and individual homes of constituents in district or subdivision thereof (i.e. neighborhood, school district, or precinct). Distribution of programming is by local cable television. Origination may be live or videotaped either in Washington (with possible satellite/microwave interconnection) or at the cable system studio in or near the district.

**Cable TV with polling.** One-way cable television link, as above, but with added capability for constituents to respond to programming via a set of buttons or small keyboard. Permits preference or opinion polling of constituents by the congressman/staff, or vice versa.

**Cable TV with information retrieval.** Cable television with one-way audio-video link and provision for return digital response, as above, but with added capability for constituents to retrieve information on public issues, legislation, research studies, bill status, voting records, and so forth.

As intended, these six configurations are representative of important emergent channel characteristics and offer the prospect of new alternatives
Figure Two. Sketches of Future Congressional- Constituent Telecommunication Potential

A. TELECONFERENCE

One way picture & voice of M.C.

Groups of up to several hundred constituents at one or several district locations (i.e., community center, schools, govt. bldg.)

B. CABLE TELEVISION

Up to tens of thousands of individual constituents at homes within the district, neighborhood, or precinct.

One way picture & voice of M.C.

Also permits M.C. & constituent capability to retrieve information on public issues, legislation, etc.

M.C./Staff in Wash. D.C. or district
C. VIDEOCONFERENCE

Small group of up to five or six constituents at one or two locations in district (i.e. govt. bldg, M.C. office, community center)

D. VIDEOPHONE

Individual constituents at home or office locations in district
for (1) two-way audio-visual telecommunication at the one person-to-one, one-to-few, and few-to-few levels (videophone and videoconference), (2) one-way audio-visual telecommunication at the one-to-few and one-to-many levels with digital or audio response capability (teleconference and broadband cable television), and (3) retrieval and teleprocessing of stored or real-time information with multi-dimensional input/output capability (broadband cable television including cable TV polling and information retrieval).

While recognizing that the actual rates of development and penetration will vary by use and location, and depend in part on uncertain regulatory, institutional, and political factors, this research proceeded on the assumption that the specified emergent channels are likely to become available for potential use in the congressional-constituent communication process within ten years.

C. Potential Role for Emergent Telecommunications

1. Awareness of emergent channels. The level of congressional awareness and understanding of the emergent channel configurations was higher than initially anticipated. In discussing the teleconference and videoconference, congressmen and staff evidenced considerable awareness and understanding by frequent reference to related but already available constituent communication channels, including principally the speakerphone and conferencephone, with the television or radio talk show, closed circuit television, and the videotaped interview also receiving some mention.

Congressional awareness of cable television appeared to be based more on a general familiarity with broadcast television than specifically with cable, which in the most basic sense simply provides additional television channels at lower cost. Likewise, while only a few respondents made direct reference to
the AT&T Picturephone, the most publicized videophone in the United States, it was clear that congressman and staff easily grasped the basic concept. All offices of course make extensive use of the standard audio telephone, which the videophone extends into the visual dimension. However, most respondents did not grasp the more sophisticated uses of the videophone, such as for graphics display and information retrieval.

Congressman and staff had little difficulty understanding the basic idea of polling constituents via cable television sets in the home. The level of general awareness was high because many use written polls themselves and almost all are familiar with the use of professional public opinion polls.

Finally, congressional awareness and understanding of information retrieval appeared to be significantly enhanced by recent activities of the House Information Systems office and earlier studies carried out by what was then known as the Working Group on Automatic Data Processing for the House. While discussing the potential of information retrieval for constituent communication, many respondents made specific reference to HIS, as well as to the community information center concept, computerized mailing, the Republican National Committee's computer system, plus miscellaneous references to computers for Congress.

2. Perceptions of overall potential usefulness. Analysis of the interview data on relative potential usefulness of the emergent channels--summarized in Figure Three--indicated that, as a group, the congressmen perceive cable television and information retrieval as the most useful configurations. The videoconference and teleconference rank closely behind. The videophone and cable TV polling are viewed as least useful.

By comparison, the senior staff (primarily administrative assistants) perceive information retrieval as clearly the most useful configuration. Cable television, teleconference, and videoconference rank lower but are still of significant perceived usefulness. Finally, as with the members, cable TV polling and the videophone rank as least useful.

While these rankings of relative overall usefulness are similar for both congressmen and staff, the actual data reveal greater differences. First, except for the videophone, the staff as a group perceive the emergent configurations as potentially more useful than do the congressmen. The greatest discrepancies are for information retrieval, which 81.9% of the AAs as against 60% of the members perceive as useful, and for cable TV polling, which 52.5% of the AAs as compared with 29.7% of the congressmen view as useful.

Further evidence of these differences is revealed by the percent agreement scores for the member-AA pairs. Agreement by congressmen and staff from the same office is quite good on the usefulness of cable television, videoconference, and teleconference. But for cable TV polling and videophone, agreement is only fair. And for information retrieval, agreement is little better than fifty percent. However, regardless of some disagreement, the emergent channels--with the exception of the videophone and cable TV polling--are viewed as potentially useful by a significant sample proportion.
### Figure Three. Overall Usefulness of Emergent Telecommunication Configurations As Perceived by Congressmen and Staff

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emergent Telecommunications Configuration</th>
<th>Overall Usefulness of Emergent Configurations</th>
<th>Percent Agreement for MC-AA Pairs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>As Perceived by MCs</td>
<td>As Perceived by AAs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleconference</td>
<td>14 48.2 4</td>
<td>19 63.3 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable Television</td>
<td>16 61.6 1</td>
<td>20 67.0 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videoconference</td>
<td>15 55.6 3</td>
<td>17 63.0 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videophone</td>
<td>9 37.5 5</td>
<td>6 30.0 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable TV Polling</td>
<td>8 29.7 6</td>
<td>12 52.2 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Retrieval</td>
<td>15 60.0 2</td>
<td>18 81.9 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Key: N and % = number and percent of congressmen or staff perceiving an emergent configuration as very useful or useful; R = relative rank of a configuration in overall perceived usefulness.

Source: Interviews with 29 MCs and 33 AAs.
3. Perceptions of advantages and disadvantages. In addition to an indication of overall potential usefulness, the congressional interviews yielded a fairly specific identification of the possible advantages and disadvantages for each emergent channel.

In the case of cable television, the most useful emergent configuration, the potential advantages of reaching more people more effectively apparently outweigh concerns about audience size, access, and cost. For information retrieval, the key benefit is the provision of more timely and relevant information to both congressmen and constituents. This advantage seems to be partially offset by possible limitations stemming from internal House politics, adequacy of current systems, insufficient constituent understanding, and invasions of privacy or abuse of privileged information.

The most important beneficial effects of the videoconference appear to be the potential for increased communication with small groups, improvement over current audio-only systems, and time and energy savings for congressmen and staff. Significant disadvantages include people problems of getting a group together, preference for person-to-person contact, and problems of time, cost, and access.

Perceptions of the teleconference are similar except that, on the positive side, the potential seems greater for increased citizen communication (in this case with larger groups) and improved citizen participation. But on the negative side, concerns about inadequate constituent interest, cost, and losing the personal quality of communication seem to be intensified. This perhaps explains why the teleconference ranks lower than the videoconference in overall perceived usefulness.
For the two lowest ranking configurations, the possible disadvantages outweigh advantages. In the case of the videophone, the potential for improvement over the standard phone and greater personal contact with constituents is only weakly recognized, while strong doubts prevail about time and cost effectiveness, availability and social acceptability, and in general whether or not the videophone really offers any significant advantage at all.

Perceptions about cable television polling are on balance even less favorable. While such polling is perceived as having the potential to increase citizen participation and feedback, the overriding fear is that cable polling might be subject to abuse or bias and pose a serious threat to the role of the congressman and the nature of the representative function in the American political system. There is considerable sentiment that current systems for opinion polling are adequate, or at least that cable polling is certainly not worth the risks involved.

4. Key dimensions underlying perceptions. Based on the foregoing analysis, there appear to be several key dimensions which underlie congressional perceptions of the potential role for emergent telecommunications. The results suggest that the use of a particular communication channel depends on an overall assessment by the congressman or staff person of the relative costs and benefits (including both objective technical-economic and the much more subjective behavioral-political costs and benefits) when compared against available options.

As illustrated in Figure Four, the overall assessment of emergent telecommunications by congressmen and staff seems to reflect a weighing of perceived advantages (beneficial effects) against perceived disadvantages
Figure Four. Key Dimensions Underlying Congressional Perceptions of the Potential Role for Emergent Telecommunications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benefit/Cost Ratio of Channel</th>
<th>Perceived Disadvantages (Detrimental Effects)</th>
<th>Perceived Advantages (Beneficial Effects)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nature of Channel*</td>
<td>Substitute</td>
<td>Complement or Supplement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role Congruency of Channel</td>
<td>Threat to or inconsistent with the congressman's perceived role</td>
<td>Supportive of or consistent with perceived role</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Controllability of Channel**</td>
<td>Low Control</td>
<td>High Control</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emergent Telecommunication Configuration</th>
<th>Higher</th>
<th>Perceived Usefulness</th>
<th>Lower</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cable Television</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information Retrieval</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videoconference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teleconference</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Videophone</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cable TV Polling</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*A substitute channel takes the place of, a complementary channel serves to fill out or complete, and a supplementary channel adds to or extends an existing channel.

**Refers to the degree of control over the channel in regard to personal involvement of the congressman and constraints on his time and/or activity.
(detrimental effects or limitations). Key dimensions which provide a continuum for this assessment appear to include the nature of the alternative channel (supplementary, complementary, or substitute), the role congruency of the channel (degree of support for or threat to the congressman's perceived role), and the controllability of the channel (degree of control over personal involvement and constraints on time and/or activity).

Obviously other factors like financial cost, access, possible abuse, and people problems all are important (and figure into the benefit/cost ratio for each channel), but the implication is that the three dimensions identified above (nature, role congruency, and controllability) are of the most fundamental importance. Thus, in this interpretation, cable television has the highest perceived usefulness because its ratio of perceived advantages to disadvantages is most favorable. Cable television is perceived as serving to complement or supplement the current constituent communication system, being congruent with the congressman's perceived role, permitting a high level of control over the member's personal involvement, and keeping constraints on his time and/or activity to a minimum. Likewise for information retrieval.

By contrast, the videophone and cable TV polling have the lowest perceived usefulness because the benefit/cost ratio is least favorable. These configurations are perceived as largely serving to substitute for current and already adequate channels, posing a significant threat to the congressman's perceived role, and offering relatively little control over the member's personal involvement with the resultant likelihood of additional constraints on his time and/or activity. The other emergent configurations—the teleconference and videoconference—fall somewhere in between cable television and cable TV polling, which seem to represent the two ends of the spectrum.
In summary, most members and staff apparently do not seek radical change in or substitutes for existing channels. But because of the importance of constituent communication to congressmen—both as politicians and public officials—and continuing problems relating thereto, many have favorable perceptions of new channels which complement or supplement existing channels and meet the further criteria of role congruency and personal control.

Of course, being perceived as useful is no guarantee in itself that an emergent telecommunications channel will actually be utilized. It is at this point that considerations such as technical feasibility, financial cost, possible abuse, and the wider political and policy implications come into play. This might be considered a second and third-level assessment of benefits and costs. And, to complicate matters further, these and the first-level assessment have many subjective value-laden components which vary from person to person. Not only do congressmen and staff persons differ widely among themselves as to the potential of emergent telecommunications in various contexts, there may well be even greater differences in other segments of society.

5. Emergent channel utilization. Analysis of the relationships between congressional perceptions of emergent channel potential and six member background variables indicated that only seniority is a significant variable. For four of the six channels, members with low seniority (1-2 terms) and high seniority (> terms) have much more favorable perceptions than members with medium seniority (3-6 terms). No consistent pattern emerges in the relationships between perceived potential and party or political philosophy, age of the member, and key participant or House leadership status.

Exploration of the relationships between perceptions and eleven district contextual variables indicated that congressmen with more favorable
perceptions tend to come from districts with a mixed degree of urbanization (rather than primarily urban or rural) and a relatively smaller media market size. No consistent pattern emerges for the relationships between perceptions and district geography (region, air distance from Washington, and population density), or the level of electoral competition.

The interview data are in addition interpreted as to channel utilization, that is, which channels are typically used for what types of messages. A comparison between actual utilization of current congressional-constituent communication channels and projected utilization of emergent channels indicates that the emergent channel utilization is likely to be relatively higher for four messages types: "Member/staff seeking constituent views," "Member/staff responding to constituent inquiries," "constituent seeking Member/staff views," and "constituent expressing constituent views."

Overall, the comparison indicates that the emergent channels will (a) provide significantly more opportunity for the exchange of views---on public issues and legislation---between congressmen and constituents, (b) provide relatively more possibility for constituent-initiated communication (although member-initiated channels will still predominate), (c) provide new alternatives for the exchange of views between congressmen and small and large groups, and (d) provide for the first time a means for the provision of public, political, and legislative information in digital and/or visual form to constituents on a widespread basis.
III. SUMMARY OF RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

A. Implications for Further Study

One of the important objectives of this exploratory research was to generate information which can be used as a basis for further inquiry and generally to identify new lines of investigation. Of course, any such endeavor reflects a basic value judgment that the area merits additional attention. Without question, research priorities should also include such areas as congressional organization and procedure, the committee and seniority systems, separation of powers and executive oversight, the election process and campaign finance, and congressional information and analytical support.

Any further research on emergent telecommunications for the House can logically move in one of two directions. If the results of this exploratory study are felt to need further confirmation, then a more definitive study based on a larger and probably random sample, or even a census, of the House membership seems justified. The key questions and dimensions identified in the present research can serve as the basis for development of the more refined research instruments needed for any additional effort.

Or, if the exploratory results are considered to be reasonably satisfactory, the follow-on research might be a pilot test or demonstration project with a judgmentally representative group of congressmen and staff, perhaps even the same sample. Such a pilot test could provide participants with an opportunity to actually experience and "get the feel of" the emergent telecommunications, rather than just react to pictures and sketches.
These experimental results would presumably have greater validity than the exploratory results, and at the minimum provide some basis for a fairly definitive confirmation or refutation. But in order to be fully realistic, such a project would logically have to include constituents. And this raises political and policy considerations which lead some to suggest that pilot projects might better be organized from the ground up (that is, by the constituents themselves).

This line of inquiry could also be extended to the Senate and to the institutional level of Congress, both of which received only a passing glance. For the Senate, very preliminary results in this study based on interviews with senior staff in ten Senate offices did seem to be generally consistent with the findings for the House. Overall usefulness was perceived as quite high for cable television, information retrieval, videoconference, and teleconference. In sharp contrast, overall perceived usefulness was very low for cable TV polling and the videophone, as was the case with the House perceptions. Preliminary results at the institutional level are discussed in the next section.

But the implications for further research clearly go beyond the Congress itself, the legislative branch of the federal government. The congressional-constituent focus of this study is really a subset of the more general governmental-citizen communication process which occurs on the state, metropolitan, and local levels as well as the federal level; and which involves the administrative, executive, and judicial branches of government as well as the legislative.

A productive project for the future might be to test the applicability of both the research methodology and the substantive results of this study to
other branches and levels of government. In such future research, more attention should be given to the effects of alternative communication systems from the perspective of the people and the polity, and, to the extent possible, from the viewpoint of general systems theory and cybernetics.

An effort should be made to interpret the data and analysis of the present exploratory study in terms of possible advantages and disadvantages (beneficial and detrimental effects) of alternative communication systems on at least four levels of society and along fifteen specific dimensions: the time budget, financial budget, communication channels, information sources, political power, and political security of the congressman; the political information, competence, and participation of the constituency; the political information, effectiveness, and power of Congress as an institution; and political feedback, opportunity, and change in the larger socio-political system.


26 See, for example, James G. Miller, "Living Systems: The Organization," Behavioral Science 17 (January 1972), and Frederick Bernard Wood, Communication Theory in the Cause of Man 1 and 2 (1971, 1972) for further discussion.
B. Implications for Institutional Use\textsuperscript{27}

Congress of course exists as an institution—with two houses, several caucuses and organizing groups, dozens of committees, and literally scores of subcommittees—as well as a collection of 535 individual congressmen. The inherent difficulties of covering a diverse and complex institution like Congress, coupled with the technical and economic limitations of the existing mass electronic media, in the past have limited media coverage to a relatively small portion of total congressional activity. Several congressmen and staff in this study believe that limited coverage has contributed to an incomplete, unrealistic, and perhaps even inaccurate public understanding of Congress as an institution, and has weakened the role of Congress relative to other branches of government.

Emergent telecommunications offer the prospect of additional channels at lower cost and with greater flexibility, which will make it possible to carry congressional activity to an extent simply not feasible over broadcast channels. For example, through the use of satellite and microwave interconnected educational and cable television systems, committee and subcommittee hearings and floor activity in both the House and Senate could be transmitted on a selected basis via live coverage, videotape, or even videocassette to regional locations around the country. Several possibilities are illustrated in Figure Five.

\textsuperscript{27}This discussion is based largely on the statement of Frederick Bruce Wood, "Congress on the Cable: The Potential for Citizen Education and Participation," in U.S., Congress, Joint Committee on Congressional Operations, Congress and Mass Communication, Hearings, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session (Washington, D.C.: GPO, forthcoming). In early 1973, the Joint Committee initiated a study on how Congress as an institution can make more effective use of the mass media, and has recently completed hearings on this subject. See also U.S., Congress, Joint Committee, Congress and Mass Communication: An Institutional Perspective, a study conducted by John Stewart under contract with the Congressional Research Service, 93rd Congress, 2nd Session (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1974).
Figure Five. Sketch of Future Congressional- Constituent Telecommunication Potential at the Institutional Level

**STUDENT EDUCATION IN DISTRICT SCHOOLS**

**CITIZEN EDUCATION IN DISTRICT HOMES**

**CITIZEN PARTICIPATION FROM DISTRICT PUBLIC BUILDINGS**

**Domestic Satellite/Microwave Relay Interconnection**

**U.S. CONGRESS IN WASHINGTON, D.C.**

Floor activity, committee and subcommittee hearings and meetings

Closed circuit origination.
Live coverage, videotape, or videocassette.
Feed to commercial, educational, and cable television systems.
Potential applications include student education, citizen education, and citizen participation. Schools might wish to incorporate such material into the academic curriculum, and perhaps thereby introduce a new dimension of reality into high school civics and college political science courses.

Three out of four public schools now have television sets and therefore the capability to receive congressional programming broadcast over nationally interconnected educational or public TV stations. Nine percent of schools have a closed circuit or instructional TV system which could be cable-connected. And about one-fourth of all public schools have videotape and cassette technology.\(^{28}\) Up to now, use of telecommunications in political coursework has been largely limited to local government activity, but emergent systems could make congressional activity equally accessible.

Students might follow a particular bill through the entire legislative process or focus on the activities of a particular committee or subcommittee. When integrated into the teaching plan and coordinated with written and other instructional materials, the total experience would likely be more than the equivalent of a trip to Washington, with a substantial savings in time, energy, and money.

With such systems, congressional activities could also be transmitted to individual citizens in their homes, either by cable or via public broadcasting, and to libraries or other public buildings where interested citizens might meet on their own, in groups, or perhaps as part of adult education courses. Or the emergent channels could make it possible to hold more frequent...

committee and subcommittee hearings at field locations, so as to enhance
citizen access, while at the same time transmitting the proceedings live back
to Washington so that interested members of Congress and staff can still
follow the activity.

Also on the institutional level, it will soon be possible to economi-
cally interconnect the House information system, for example, with district
offices and local cable television systems or community information centers.
Members, staff, and constituents in both Washington and district locations
could then have access to computerized retrieval of legislative information
(like bill status, committee reports, and the congressional calendar) on a
more timely and relevant basis.

The concept of HIS interconnection received substantial support among
the congressmen and staff participating in this study. However, preference
seems to be greater for community centers (like in schools or libraries) rather
than home availability (via cable television) because of the belief that the
center concept would (1) be more feasible financially, (2) deter frivolous
use and abuse, (3) require some citizen initiative (and therefore at least a
minimum level of interest), (4) provide interpretation and learning opportu-
nities to ensure that the information is understood, and (5) perhaps serve as
a telecommunications center as well.

No doubt other potentially useful institutional applications can be
identified. But the basic point is that the emergent telecommunication
channels might well serve to help better educate citizens--both student and
adult--about the role and activities of Congress as an institution and help
provide a foundation for more informed and constructive participation in public
affairs. This potential should be a priority for further study.
C. Implications for Public Policy

The public policy implications of this or any other research which bears on political communication are of necessity complex, given the multifaceted nature of the political process itself. The congressman wears several hats: that of a public official working to carry out important legislative and representative responsibilities in the political system; that of an ombudsman for constituents who need help; that of an overseer of federal programs and monitor of their effects on citizens; and that of a politician seeking to ensure re-election.

For most offices in this sample, constituent communication is viewed as essential to the job of the congressman. As the study has documented, members have available to them and make heavy use of a wide range of communication services: (1) postage-free (franked) letters, reports, and questionnaires to constituents; (2) stationery, staff, travel, telephone, telex, office space in Washington and the district, and various other services paid for with allowances from the public treasury, many of which are used primarily for constituent communication; and (3) access to low-cost facilities for recording audio and videotape reports to constituents via the mass media.

Nonetheless, despite the availability of these channels, many congressmen and staff emphasize that effective communication is becoming more difficult all the time. Emergent telecommunication is perceived as having the potential for helping congressmen overcome communication problems and better meet their varied public responsibilities. Faced with increasing social complexity and a rising volume and diversity of citizen demands, emergent channels can apparently assist Representatives in establishing more effective feed-forward, feedback, and dialogue with constituents.
On the other hand, some members have expressed concern that use of emergent telecommunications might further entrench incumbents and simply serve as just one more powerful political weapon. They note that the perquisites of office clearly give incumbents built-in advantages. In addition, incumbents generally are more newsworthy than potential challengers, and therefore are likely to get additional media exposure.\textsuperscript{29}

In the view of several congressmen and staff in the present study, and of this researcher, a basic goal of emergent public policy should be to realize whatever long-range potential the emergent telecommunications may have for an improved political dialogue. Emergent policy should be concurrently geared toward: (1) assisting congressmen (and other public officials) in better meeting their legitimate communication needs; and (2) achieving fair and balanced access to communication channels for all political participants, including incumbent office-holders, challengers, and representatives of constituent groups and interests (both public and private). One innovative approach to access allocation—the concept of "representative time"—is discussed briefly in Appendix B.

Perhaps the most important potential of emergent telecommunications is to help promote a reaffirmation and positive reinforcement of basic political rights and responsibilities. Telecommunication already plays a major part in

American political life, and effective exercise of these responsibilities and rights increasingly requires access to telecommunication forums. In the unfolding Communication Era, new channels—like cable television, information retrieval, and the videoconference—perhaps can provide the opportunity for improved access and help ensure that political communication will not be dominated by any particular individual, group, or organization at any level or in any sector of society.

Of course, as recognized earlier, when and how emergent telecommunications become available depends on a number of uncertain regulatory, institutional, and political factors, even assuming that conditions of technical feasibility and economic viability are met. And public policy on telecommunications can include many dimensions, such as: technical standards; research and development support; controls on ownership and operations; or regulations on rates and usage for commercial, educational, public safety, governmental, personal, or political purposes, among others.


For the future, public policy will most likely have to be tailored to the characteristics and potential applications of specific emergent telecommunication channels in order to ensure that basic rights are reinforced, that the potential advantages or beneficial effects are maximized, and that the possible disadvantages or detrimental effects are minimized. Further research along the lines suggested earlier will be of fundamental importance to the development of such public policy on emergent telecommunications.

C. In Conclusion: The Prospects for Emergent Telecommunication

While the benefits and costs of using emergent telecommunications to address problems of congressional-constituent communication cannot yet be predicted with complete confidence, this exploratory assessment does provide a clear picture of the range of possibilities from the perspective of the congressman.

Three of the emergent channels--cable television, information retrieval, and the videoconference--are perceived by more than half of the congressmen and staff in this sample as being potentially useful for constituent communication. Most frequently cited advantages are the potential to reach more people more effectively, significantly improve upon currently available channels, save time and energy of members and staff, and increase the level and quality of citizen participation and feedback. These channels are viewed as offering citizens improved means for learning about the Congress, acquiring more relevant information about the legislative process and specific issues, and communicating views and opinions to their congressmen on a more timely and informed basis.

The interview survey also identified several possible disadvantages or problems in using emergent telecommunications--especially for cable TV polling and the videophone. Mentioned most often are the possibility of: abuse and
overuse (How can we ensure unbiased use, protection from information overload, privacy of privileged communication, and fair and balanced access?); people problems (Is there adequate constituent understanding and interest?); insufficient need (Do the emergent systems really offer a significant and needed improvement over current systems?); high cost (Will the emergent channels be cost-effective relative to existing channels and other competing priorities for use of funds?); reduction in person-to-person contact (Will the human dimensions of politics be further eroded?); excessive time consumption (Can the emergent channels actually help members and staff use their time and energy more efficiently?); limited acceptance (Are these channels consistent with the role and responsibilities of congressmen in the American political system; is the public ready to accept emergent channels?); and limited availability (When, if ever, will these channels become a reality).

Such an assessment has not heretofore been made in any systematic and scientific way, primarily because of (1) the lack of the requisite emergent telecommunication channels within a reasonable feasibility horizon, (2) inadequate familiarity with relevant concepts and technology on the part of members of Congress, and (3) uncertain and/or undesirable political power consequences at least in the eyes of researchers.\textsuperscript{32}

As for (1), the feasibility horizon of several emergent telecommunication channels is now close enough, as identified through the technology analysis, to justify serious research on potential applications for congressional-constituent communication. With regard to (2), the familiarity of members of Congress with concepts and technology relevant to the potential use of emergent telecommunications has increased markedly in recent years, due in part to developments in several areas of congressional communication and information support, as documented through the survey interviewing. 33

Finally, in the area of (3), based on the present study, the judgment of this researcher is that the political power consequences of such applications can now be identified and, if used as a basis for public education and appropriate public policy decisions, the potential of the emergent channels for serving the public interest and improving democratic political processes can be realized.

33While this research focused on external communication and information systems, the internal use of such systems—broadly defined—is under study and/or development by the Congressional Research Service, General Accounting Office, Office of Technology Assessment, House Select Committee on Committees, Senate Subcommittee on Computer Services (of the Senate Rules and Administration Committee), and Joint Study Committee on Budget Control, as well as by the House Information Systems Office (of the House Administration Committee) and the Joint Committee on Congressional Operations which were mentioned earlier. See, for example, U.S., Congress, Joint Committee on Congressional Operations, Improving Fiscal and Budgetary Information for the Congress, House Report No. 92-1337, 92nd Congress, 2nd Session (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1972), and Summary of Proceedings and Debate: A Pilot Study, Senate Report No. 93-294, 93rd Congress, 1st Session (Washington, D.C.: GPO, 1973); statements of Robert L. Chartrand, Kenneth W. Hunter, and Frank Ryan in U.S., Congress House, Select Committee, Working Papers; U.S., Congress, House, Committee on Science and Astronautics, Office of Technology Assessment: Background and Status, report prepared by the Congressional Research Service, Science Policy Division, 93rd Congress, 1st Session (Washington, D.C.: GPO, August 1973); John S. Saloma, "The Quiet Revolution: The Development of Information Technology in the U.S. Congress," a paper prepared for the APSA Study of Congress Conference, Washington, D.C., October 1973; and U.S., Congress, House, Select Committee on Committees, Committee Structure and Procedures of the House, working draft, 93rd Congress, 1st Session (Washington, D.C.: GPO, December 1973).
APPENDIX A

SUMMARY OF METHODOLOGICAL RESEARCH RESULTS

The methodological objective of this research was to develop an appropriate and effective exploratory approach for conducting research on emergent congressional-constituent communication systems. The results are summarized below.

A. Exploratory Methodology

The study utilized an exploratory or heuristic approach which sought not to test hypotheses but instead to systematically gather information about the real-world situation being investigated, discover significant variables, and generate ideas and exploratory findings for further research. This approach employed a number of specific methodologies: interdisciplinary systems model-building (which served to integrate existing knowledge and conceptually guide all subsequent phases of the study); technology analysis

(which identified and analyzed emergent telecommunication channels likely to be feasible within a ten-year time frame); a sample survey (which applied a stratified judgmental procedure to select congressional respondents); and semi-structured interviews (which utilized instruments with a pictorial and worksheet format to survey the attitudes and perceptions of congressmen and senior staff).

B. Model-Building Methodology

A congressional-constituent communication systems model played an important role throughout the study. The objectives of this model were to (1) draw on relevant information in any applicable scientific discipline or field of study and thus serve as a framework for the research and literature review, (2) relate such information together in a meaningful way so as to facilitate conceptualization and understanding of the communication system, (3) help identify key variables and relationships, and (4) serve as a conceptual guide for subsequent phases of the research.35

The basic structure of the model derived primarily from these sources of communication theory and research: Claude E. Shannon and Warren Weaver (telecommunications engineering and mathematics), Harold D. Lasswell and Richard L. Merritt (political science), and Irving L. Janis and Carl Hovland (social psychology).36 The key model variables were specified as follows:

---


1. **Background variables**--the personal and political background characteristics and role predispositions of the communicators.

2. **Contextual variables**--the situational surroundings and political context of the communication.

3. **Communication process variables**--the range of variables within the communication process (WHY WHO says WHAT through which CHANNEL to WHOM with WHAT EFFECT variables). Three subsets of process variables are:

   a. **Communication input variables**--the motivation, sender, and message portion (the WHY WHO says WHAT) of the communication process.

   b. **Communication channel variables**--the media (or through which CHANNEL) stage of the process.

   c. **Communication output variables**--the receiver and impact stages (to WHOM with WHAT EFFECT) of the process.

4. **Technology variables**--the various configurations of current and emergent telecommunications technology.

5. **Feedback variables**--the loops or channels by which the communication output is fed back--directly or indirectly--to the input.

In sum this model was based on the "systems theory of communication"--combining concepts from the mathematical, political, and social-psychological theories of communication. This approach is consistent with the view of Lee Thayer that "the smallest logically indivisible unit of analysis for the


systematic and scientific study of communication. . . is the communication system." The communication system in this research is the process by which a sender with certain purposes and predispositions transmits messages in a given context through selected channels to a receiver with certain effects.

As examples of how the complete model was developed using the general structure and key variables, the message and channel stages are described in some detail below. An accurate profile of the WHAT (or message) of congressional-constituent communication was drawn up by combining existing research results from Donald Tacheron and Morris Udall's handbook for freshman House members, John Saloma's congressional office workload survey, Kenneth Olson's analysis of congressional correspondence and casework, and David Kovenock's communication audit. This profile of messages included:

1. General social issues—seeking or receiving constituent (or member) views, informing constituent (or member) of own views and action taken, seeking or receiving or providing information.

2. Specific legislation—same as above.

3. Casework and intervention—seeking or receiving requests for assistance, informing constituent (or member) of action taken, working with constituent (or member) to solve the problem.

4. District projects—same as above.

5. Employment, patronage, and miscellaneous—same as above.

6. Political campaigning and procedure—seeking or receiving support, assistance, and information from constituent (or member).

---


Likewise, the broadly focused Saloma research—combined with that of Dorothy Cronheim, Tacheron-Udall, Olson, Charles Clapp, Ralph Nader, and John Bibby and Roger Davidson—provided the basis for a comprehensive qualitative profile of the kinds of CHANNELS (or media) used for constituent communication:

1. **Face-to-face channels**—personal conversation, small group meeting, and large group meeting in Washington or the district.

2. **Written or print channels**—personal letter via the Washington or district office; robotyped letter; survey or questionnaire; report or newsletter; and signed newspaper column.

3. **News media channels**—press release to district news media; district newspaper coverage; district radio news coverage; district television news coverage.

4. **Individual telecommunication channels**—telephone call via the Washington or district office; telegram message; "hotline" telephone call via inward WATS; and conference or speaker phone call.

5. **Mass telecommunication channels**—live or taped broadcast radio, broadcast television, and cablecast television report or program; radio and television "talk show" or discussion, with or without audience response.

C. Technology Analysis Methodology

Turning to the technology analysis, the intent here was not to conduct a comprehensive technical-economic evaluation of all possible channels. Instead it was to identify those telecommunication technologies—and the associated channel configurations—which are most likely to have potential for congressional-constituent communication.

---

The objective was to identify a very limited and carefully selected number of representative emergent telecommunication channels with emphasis on what the user—the congressman, staff person, or constituent—will see, rather than on the technology itself. Accordingly, the analysis drew substantially from authoritative secondary sources based on telecommunications research already completed in the following areas, among others:

1. **Transmission technologies**—electromagnetic spectrum, open wire pair, cable, microwave, laser/fiber optics, millimeter waveguide, satellite.

2. **Reception technologies**—radio, broadcast and cable television, wall size TV screen, videocassette, electronic video recording, holography.

3. **Interface technologies**—one-way origination: standard or solid-state TV camera, audiotape, videotape, film; two-way origination: telegraph, telephone, touchtone, picturephone, teletypewriter, interactive graphics, interactive television.

4. **Teleprocessing technologies**—remote access computer, time shared computer, minicomputer, programming language, communication computer, computer utility.

Various individual technologies were combined to create specific kinds of communication channels. Each kind of channel was then classified by communication mode (person-person, person-stored information, person-machine-stored information, person-machine-person, [person-machine]-[person-machine]), and by other channel characteristics such as communication level (one person-

---

to-one, one-to-few, few-to-few, one-to-many, many-to-one), direction (one-way or two-way), dimension (audio, visual, digital, or hard copy), technical feasibility, and economic viability.

Of course, there are many possible ways in which various transmission, reception, interface, and teleprocessing technologies can be combined to create different telecommunication channels. In fact, some channels could be configured from several different combinations of technology. For the purposes of this research, six specific channel configurations were selected as representative of important emergent channel characteristics: the teleconference, videoconference, videophone, cable TV, cable TV polling, and information retrieval.

A major difficulty, as with the model-building, was to sort out the needed information from the almost overwhelming amount of data. Because of the tight linkages between technical and economic factors, on the one hand, and regulatory, institutional, and political factors on the other, it is easy to get bogged down. To simplify the analysis, the regulatory and other factors were considered to be generally outside the scope of study.

D. Survey Research Methodology

While the survey research methodology followed basically a non-experimental exploratory field study approach using an interview survey of a judgment sample of congressional offices, the actual development was innovative in at least two respects. First, the interdisciplinary systems model-building perspective was used as a framework for construction of specific research questions, design of interview instruments, and structuring of the sample. Second, the principal instruments were designed through an iterative process of pre-testing which resulted in the elimination of the standard interview schedule or guide and adoption of a pictorial and graphic approach.
1. Member interview guide. Pre-testing of the member interview guide with a series of open-ended questions,\(^2\) did not generate satisfactory data and proved especially deficient in establishing interviewee understanding of the emergent telecommunication alternatives. The final and ultimately successful form of the member interview guide was a set of sketches of future congressional-constituent telecommunications potential, as reproduced earlier in Figure Two.

This pictorial approach served to place the research within the frame of reference of the interviewees, without having to waste words and time or use any technological language. The response of congressmen was generally receptive to this interview approach, and seemed to confirm earlier findings that the journalistic or semi-structured approach is most effective for congressional interviewing.\(^3\) Good rapport with members was readily established, and as a result, through a process of dialogue, the yield of useful and candid data was relatively high.

Use of pictures was also intended to help minimize problems of validity which may occur when interviewing about subjects unfamiliar to the interviewee, and problems of response bias reflecting in part the respondent's


desire to please or perhaps disappoint the researcher. The sketches provided a common focus of discussion, and in many interviews elicited a more or less "gut" response from the members. Congressmen were encouraged to give negative as well as positive reactions to the emergent channels, and to discuss possible problems as well as potential opportunities presented by these channels.

Of course, as with any research on perceptions of potential future use, the results can only be considered tentative. When ultimately faced with the real rather than just projected telecommunication alternatives, actual use may well differ from perceived use. A pilot demonstration or simulation of these future alternatives might be most desirable, although not feasible here. The sketches were designed to provide the next best approximation.

2. Staff interview guide. The member interview guide was also administered to all senior staff persons in the sample, but only after a detailed discussion with each staff person about the congressman's current constituent communication practices. The guide for this first part of the interview developed through several iterations and pre-tests into what is best described as a worksheet. Basically the worksheet provided an extensive list of constituent communication channels, along with various typical types of messages, as identified in the communication systems model-building. Staff persons were not asked to fill out the worksheet but only to use it as a discussion guide.

3. Data collection procedure. In selecting the sample of congressional offices (members and senior staff persons) for actual data collection, three factors were considered: definition of the sample, size of the sample, and representativeness of the sample. The population universe included the 435 House offices from the 50 states. In regard to sample size, it was chosen to be concurrently feasible in terms of available resources and adequate in terms of the research objectives. The exploratory nature of this study precluded the necessity for a statistically representative sample, but did require that the sample be judgmentally representative on specified key variables.

The initial sample size selected was 10% of the population universe (43 congressional offices), with an expectation that at least half and perhaps as many as three-quarters of the offices in the sample would participate. The actual participation rate exceeded the most optimistic expectation. Forty of the 43 offices agreed to participate, with only two declining due to lack of time and other priorities (involving House leadership activities) and one selected out for personal reasons.

The type of sampling procedure used in this research is most accurately called a stratified judgmental procedure. The population universe was first

---


stratified three ways: by seniority (1-2 terms of service, 3-6 terms of service, or 7+ terms); by major political party (Democratic or Republican); and by geography (region, air distance from Washington, and population per square mile of the congressional district).

Following this initial stratification, the population cells were sampled on a judgment basis so that the total sample would approximate the population universe as closely as possible in terms of the party, seniority, and geography variables, while at the same time being judgmentally representative in terms of additional variables identified by the communication systems model and technology analysis. These additional variables included: (a) level of political competition in the congressional district (safe or competitive); (b) political orientation of the congressman (liberal, moderate, or conservative); (c) age of the member; (d) socioeconomic nature of the district (degree of urbanization, median income, median education, percent Negro population, percent male white collar, and media market size); (e) key participant status (known interest and/or leadership and/or committee membership in areas relating to the research focus); and (f) House leadership status.

Careful development of the interview instruments, coupled with an effective inside access strategy (using a congressional letter of introduction) and the inherent relevance of the research subject to the job of the congressman, resulted in the participation of 77.5% of the congressmen and 97.5% of the senior staff persons from the final sample of 40 offices.
APPENDIX B

A "REPRESENTATIVE TIME" APPROACH TO ACCESS ALLOCATION

Any approach to the allocation of political access to communication media must be based on a value judgment of some sort, whether implicit or explicit. In the view of several congressmen and staff in the present study, and of this researcher, the basic goal during election campaigns should be to achieve fair and balanced access to communication channels for both incumbent office-holders and challengers. A minimum level of access should be guaranteed to all eligible and qualified candidates in order to achieve a reasonable balance of exposure between the incumbent and challengers, and to increase the flow of information to and dialogue with voters.\(^4\)

To realize this goal with broadcast television, some have proposed the "voters' time" concept which would require television stations to make available specified amounts of time under clearly defined conditions for the purpose of political broadcasts by candidates for the House or Senate.\(^4\)

---

\(^{47}\)This discussion is based largely on Frederick Bruce Wood, "Politics on the Cable: A Cybernetic Approach to Access Allocation," *Communication Theory in the Cause of Man* 3 (forthcoming).


\(^{49}\)Voters' time has been proposed for presidential campaigns in *The Twentieth Century Fund Commission on Campaign Costs in the Electronic Era, Voters' Time* (New York: Twentieth Century Fund, 1969), and in a later Fund study by Minow, Martin, and Mitchell, *Presidential Television*. Reps. John Anderson and Morris Udall have made a similar proposal for congressional campaigns in U.S., Congress, House, *Clean Elections Act of 1973, H.R. 7612, 93rd Congress, 1st Session*, Title VI.
While "voters' time" has merit, this approach does not solve the problems inherent in the technical and economic limitations of broadcast TV, and has generated considerable opposition on this basis. In addition, the problems of eligibility, use, and especially allocation have proved difficult to resolve. The emergent telecommunication channels—such as cable television—make it possible to overcome the technical and economic limitations. And cybernetics can help show how cable and other emergent channels could be used so as to improve the political campaign process.

Of course, full equality of access for every candidate, even if possible, might well be harmful. While opportunity for expression and right of access to communication forums are essential to democratic politics, the political communication system must also keep social stability in balance with social change. Unlimited political communication can lead to communication overload, distortion, and stress which in turn could have an adverse effect on the political system itself.

What follows below is an exploratory application of cybernetics for the allocation of cable television access time to congressional candidates so as to achieve an optimal balance between stability and change, incumbents and challengers, the "ins" and the "outs." The idea proposed here is to move

50Defined as the science of communication and control in both human and machine systems; also known as the science of organized social complexity. See, for example, Norbert Wiener, The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society (New York: Doubleday, 1954), and Charles R. Dechert, ed., The Social Impact of Cybernetics (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1966).

51The allocation methodology is based on the "modified thermodynamic imperative," a cybernetic hypothesis which suggests that the optimum balance between stability and change (order and freedom) in society can be achieved in part by maximizing the entropy of communication (known as negentropy). For extensive technical discussion, see Frederick Bernard Wood, Communication Theory in the Cause of Man 1 and 2 (1971, 1972).
from the present "equal time" rule,\textsuperscript{52} which is clear-cut but tends to result in the provision of little or no time to political candidates and thereby restrict political communication, to the concept of "representative time."

Under a "representative time" provision, eligibility might be defined in terms of those legally qualified candidates who (1) represent a political party whose candidate placed first or second in the previous election, (2) represent a political party recording a specified percentage of the total vote in the previous election, (3) receive a designated level of support in voter opinion polls, or (4) gather a given number of voter signatures as evidence of an acceptable minimum level of support.\textsuperscript{53}

Candidates qualifying under these eligibility rules might then be allocated free time according to specified formulas. For example, one-half of the total time available could be allotted on a major-minor-third party proportional basis to assure adequate exposure for candidates of the organized political entities. The other half of the time could be allocated on an individual probability basis to guarantee at least some exposure for independent candidates.

\textsuperscript{52}The "equal time" rule requires that TV stations afford equal broadcasting or cablecasting opportunity to all candidates for any particular public office. That is, the same amount of commercial time must be made available at the same price (or free, if public service time) to all candidates for the same public office. Due largely to technical and economic limitations of broadcast television, broadcast stations generally end up providing relatively little time. For discussion, see generally Minow, Presidential Television; U.S., Senate, Federal Election; and National Association of Broadcasters, Political Broadcast Catechism (Washington, D.C.: NAB, 1972). Statutory authority is Sec. 315 of the Communications Act of 1934, which empowers the Federal Communications Commission to administer the "equal time" provision.

As illustrated in Figure Six, allocation on a party proportional basis favors the established and majority political interests while allocation on an individual probability basis favors the independent and minority political interests. Thus the total combined allocation is intended to provide an equitable and efficient balance of representation between established-majority and independent-minority political expression and exposure.

In the example of Figure Six, 20 hours is the total "representative time" available over cable origination channels for a particular congressional general election campaign. One-half of the total—10 hours—is allocated among party candidates in direct proportion to each party's percentage of the total vote in the previous general election. Thus, major party candidate A receives five hours based on party A's 50% of the total vote, major party candidate B receives three hours based on a 30% vote, and so forth.5

The other 10 hours is allocated among all candidates—both party and independent—according to each individual's weighted probability of support as measured by voter opinion polls or number of voter signatures collected. The effect of the weighting factor is to partially offset the advantage accruing to major party candidates from the proportional allocation.

Formulas for the Figure Six allocation of cable access time are:

\[
\text{Total "representative time" allocated to each candidate} = T_i = v_i T_v + \bar{p}_i T_p
\]

where:

- \( v_i \) = percentage vote of candidate's party in last election
- \( T_v = aT \) = time available for party proportional allocation
- \( a \) = fraction allocated on a party proportional basis = 0.5
- \( v_i T_v \) = proportional time allocated to each party candidate
- \( p_i \) = candidate's support probability as measured by polls or signatures
- \( T_p = (1-a)T \) = time available for weighted probability allocation
- \( \bar{p}_i \) = weighted probability
- \( \bar{p}_i T_p \) = weighted probability time allocated to each legal candidate

\[
\bar{p}_i = \frac{\sum p_i \log(p_i)}{\sum p_i log(p_i)}
\]
Figure Six. Illustrative Allocation of Cable TV Access Time to Congressional Candidates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Candidate</th>
<th>Party Proportional Allocation</th>
<th>Individual Weighted Probability Allocation</th>
<th>Total Combined Allocation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Percentage Vote**</td>
<td>Hours Allocated</td>
<td>Support Probability*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A. major party</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B. major party</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C. third party</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D. minor party</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E. independent</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F. independent</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G. independent</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>1.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Percentage vote of each candidate's party out of the total vote in the preceding election.

*Support probability measured by voter preference polls or the number of signatures collected by the candidate as a percentage of total registered voters.

Under the weighted probability allocation, minor party candidate D with an 8% level of support receives 1.51 hours, independent candidate E with only 3% support receives 0.79 hour, and so on. By comparison, major party candidate A with 45% support receives but 2.69 hours. Of course, when the proportional and weighted probability allocations are combined, in this example the two major party candidates together still get more than 65% of the total time available. But the net effect is to maintain a balance of representation which makes efficient use of the available time while guaranteeing an equitable allocation among majority, minority, and independent candidates.

A final aspect of "representative time" is the conditions of use. Use here should be restricted to formats which are "intended to promote rational discussion, illuminate campaign issues, and give the voter insights into the abilities and personal qualities of the candidates," and which avoid "excesses, deception, distortion, fraud, and exaggeration in campaign tactics." It might even be reasonable to require that some portion of the total time be used in a debate format with opposing candidates and in a discussion format with community and news media representatives.

This approach to eligibility, allocation, and use would obviously be more complex to administer than the current "equal time" practice. But, as Figure Six and the foregoing discussion are intended to demonstrate, the concept of "representative time" can be hammered down into specific and workable terms which are likely to become increasingly feasible, either via the current or an expanded broadcast television system or when cable television achieves significant penetration into the political marketplace.

The author summarizes the results of an exploratory inquiry into the potential use of emergent telecommunications technology for communication between congressmen and their constituents. The study employed a number of specific methodologies: interdisciplinary systems model-building, technology analysis, a sample survey, and semi-structured interviews using sketches of the emergent channels.

Six telecommunication configurations were identified as representative of emergent channel characteristics: the teleconference, videoconference, videophone, cable television, cable TV polling, and information retrieval. Analysis of the interview data resulted in an overview of the current congressional-constituent communication system and an assessment of the potential for emergent telecommunications, as perceived by congressmen and senior staff from the 40 offices in the stratified judgment sample.